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What is Unifrog?

• Unifrog believe that destinations - where students end up after school - is even more important than their 

academic performance. They partner with schools to support students to progress into the best opportunity 

for them.

• Unifrog do this by providing a one-stop-shop where students can explore their interests, then find and 

successfully apply for their best next-step after school.



Unifrog introduction for parents

https://www.loom.com/share/66fb402cc8374193b385f6dfd765c879


The Unifrog tools

Recording what you’ve done

Activities

Competencies

Interactions

Making applications

Post 18 Intentions

Applications list 

Locker

Searching for 

opportunities

Canadian universities

Oxbridge

European universities

US universities

UK universities

Asian universities

Australasian universities

Special Opportunities

ME and African universities

Irish universities

Events

Drafting application 

materials

Classes

UK Personal Statement

Subject References

CV / Resumé

Common App Essay

Writing tool

US recommenders

Notes for Reference writers

Exploring pathways

Careers library

Subjects library

Know-how library

MOOC

Personality profile

Webinars

Interests profile

Read, Watch, Listen



Exploring pathways

The tools in the Exploring pathways section 

allow your child to research the types of 

exciting options available to them after 

school.

Careers library

Subjects library

Know-how library

MOOC

Personality profile

Webinars

Interests profile

Read, Watch, Listen



Searching for opportunities

The tools in the Searching for opportunities 

section allow you to compare universities, 

degree options and special opportunities around 

the world.

Canadian universities

Oxbridge

European universities

US universities

UK universities

Asian universities

Australasian universities

Special Opportunities

ME and African universities

Irish universities

Events



Recording what you have done

Use the tools in this section to start 

Recording what you have done!

Use guidance and examples to 

prepare students for making 

applications.

Activities

Competencies

Interactions



Other cool stuff

The Unifrog platform contains so much more than what we can show you today - there are many other 

tools available!

So why not see for yourself? Sign up as a student and access the tools in exactly the same way that 

the students do.

You never know, there might be a new career just around the corner!



Parents & guardians, get signed up!

Scan this QR code or go to www.unifrog.org/student

and click ‘Sign in for the first time’

You’ll be asked for some details and a Sign up Code. 

This is what you need:

JFSParents

After signing up, log into Unifrog using your email 

address and password via the student sign-in page!

http://www.unifrog.org/student

